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Abstract
The work presented herein is focusing on mitigating sub-synchronous-resonance (SSR)
oscillatory torque and speed responses developed in power network equipped with
series capacitor compensation as an outcome of the network perturbations. The miti‑
gation effect of a battery-energy-storage (BES) controlled via a fuzzy-logic-controller
(FLC) is explored. It is also explored accompanied by a fuzzy-bases resistor brake con‑
trolled via FLC. The IEEE second benchmark system is selected as a test grid under the
MATLAB™/Simulink simulation environment. The signal utilized for the propositioned
controller is the alternator rotor speed deviation. The key conclusions of this investiga‑
tion are the employment of a BES in the discharging mode alone might be utilized to
alleviate the SSR relative speed, and torque oscillations, the BES employment accompa‑
nied with dynamic resistive brake is supplying faster-decaying rates for the SSR oscilla‑
tions in observation with the BES employment only.
Keywords: Battery energy storage, Fuzzy logic control, MATLAB/simulink, Dynamic
resistive brake

Introduction
Steam turbines produce the mechanical torque required to revolve the synchronous
machines at their rated speeds. The mechanical torque developed in turbogenerator
rotary shaft is constant in magnitude, as long as the steam flow is steady, and unidirectional. At normal conditions, the electromagnetic torque developed in the gas, or air,
gap of the machine, or more specifically the alternator gas gap, balances the mechanical toque which preserves fixed rotational speed. The turbogenerator rotary shaft is tied
electromagnetically to the network via the alternator electromagnetic torque. The different grid perturbations cause a periodic interchange among the various components
of grid [1]. When such energy interchange occurred among the network and turbinegenerator, it is commonly called torsional dynamic interaction with turbogenerators
accompanied by mechanical torque oscillations at the distinctive shaft sections. When
these torque oscillations have frequencies coincident or close to the natural modes
of torsional oscillations of the embroiled rotary shaft, a resonant condition is fulfilled
which is commonly called subsynchronous resonance (SSR) with the accompanying
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severe mechanical stresses along the rotary shafts of turbogenerators. SSR is basically a
resonant circumstance evolved as a correlative outcome for series capacitor compensation [2].
The applying of series capacitor banks in lengthy transmission corridors, generally
more than 240 km, has been long recognized as posing a potential hazard to steam
prime movers driving synchronous machines after the unfortunate Mohave shaft failure incidents back in the seventies [3–6]. It has been broadly utilized since the early fifties for transferring large blocks of electric power over lengthy transfer distances in a
cost-effective approach [3]. The utilities have gained so many overwhelming merits from
series capacitor banks which making it extremely indispensable for long transmission
corridors [3–5]. Series compensation allows for heavier power transactions through the
existing transmission facilities without the urge for constructing additional transmission
projects [3]. It also enhances the voltage profiles of the connected busses, and thereby
the threshold of voltage instability is consolidated [4]. Moreover, network angular stability is boosted via series capacitor banks [3]. Power grids incorporated with series
capacitance elements are highly vulnerable to be exposed to SSR conditions, at certain
compensation levels, where the rotor system of steam turbogenerators and the network
is exchanging energy at one of the torsional resonance modes of oscillations [6].
In fact, SSR is a dilemma of overwhelming attention inside the engineering society.
SSR is a transmission-based dynamic interaction problem that has adverse devastating outcomes on the steam turbogenerators working under these circumstances [7].
Therefore, SSR is considered an interdisciplinary dynamic problem. From a mechanical
perspective, SSR causes devastating torsional mechanical torque vibrations, or oscillations, distinguished by their ever-rising peaks at the connecting shaft sections resulting in a complete fatigue life loss of the machine shaft forging [8]. The rotary shaft is
then unquestionably destined to encounter irrevocable low-cycle fatigue surface cracks
that could be the precursor to an inevitable completed fracture of the machine shaft [9].
In 1970, a cross-compound turbogenerator set with 909 MVA rating located at Mohave
coal-fired electricity production facility in Southern Nevada, California, USA, had suffered from exciter shaft failure. The failure was exactly at the 483 MVA high pressure,
full-speed-alternator of the cross-compound exciter unit. The collector ring located at
the shaft segment between exciter shaft and the alternator was melted down. The metallurgical analysis was conducted to discover the intrinsic cause behind the failure, and the
results proved that the shaft forging had experienced fatigue leading with cyclic nature
led to plastic deformation (plasticity or plastic yielding) of the metallic shaft. The root
cause associated with the failure was not identified at that time which led to another
virtually similar accident at the same unit in Mohave power plant twelve months later [8,
9].
The SSR-related mechanical working of the metallic shaft caused heating of the
affected shaft section which led to the thermal breakdown level of the collector rings.
The consequent arcing energy between the negative and positive DC power feeding bars
caused a huge gap in the rotor forging [8, 9].
It is recognized in much recent literature that the fast-growing raise of BESs is highly
expected in power grids in the time to come because of the ceaseless transition of many
countries to have higher solar PV and wind permeation levels in their energy portfolios
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[10–12]. The development of multi-MW scale BESs accomplishes a very significant task
of amalgamating the resources of renewable energy with the dispatchable load by extenuating the intermittence behavior of solar PV and wind resources [10].
Electrical networks have many real-life examples of multi-MW scale BESs upon the
escalated developmental accomplishments in the scopes of power converters and batteries technology [13]. Multi-MW scale BES units are acknowledged as a substantial
engineering breakthroughs in electrical engineering and have recently been paid much
more attention by utility, industry, and academia [14]. Applications for BESs in electrical
networks are numerous such as regulating the grid frequency, shaving peak loads, relieving electric transmission congestion, improving the grid voltage profile, extenuating the
intermittence behavior of the renewable energy resources, charging an electric vehicle,
and enhancing the grid reliability [14, 15].
Other applications involve load following for heavy load variations, mitigation of lowfrequency inter-area power oscillations, contributing in the restoration procedures as a
quick start reserve for complete blackout accidents, and providing “Arbitrage” which is
simply a process of timely shifting of electric energy [13, 16, 17].
Pb-acid BES has been broadly implemented in Multi-MW storage facilities upon their
relative cheapness, high response time, reasonable reliability, minor daily self-discharge,
high level of maturity in the industry, and virtually complete recyclability [18–20]. The
researching and developing activities on Pb–acid battery banks have been underway for
over 160 years since their invention by the French scientist Gaston Plante [19]. Pb–acid
battery banks have been so long implemented in the greater majority of real-life applications [20].
The first Multi-MW scale Pb-acid-based BES project was a 14 MWhr BEWAG storage
facility which was commissioned in 1986 at Berlin, Germany. It was utilized as a spinning reserve asset and as a grid frequency regulator for western Berlin. In 1988, a utility company in a 40 MWh Pb–acid BES project was commissioned at Chino substation,
California, USA. It was used as a peak load shaver, electric load leveler, grid frequency
controller, grid voltage controller, low-frequency power oscillations damper, and a black
starter asset for the grid for blackout events [18, 19]. In 1994, a 14 MWhr Pb-acid-based
BES project was built in Puerto Rico for providing voltage and frequency support in the
grid. In South Africa, another grid-scale Pb-acid BES was commissioned for providing
peak shaving power in the peak periods [19].
Reducing the speed deviations of the neighboring turbogenerators is a crucial element in any mitigatory countermeasures for the torsional oscillations. BES achieves fast
injections and absorptions of real power at the common-coupling-point (CCP) which
contributes in decreasing the deviations in the shaft speeds of the neighboring turbogenerators [21].
However, the swift charging and discharging strokes, exceptionally in mitigating the
high torsional oscillations distinguished by their relatively high frequency, will have
severe deteriorations in the life span expectations of the embroiled battery bank [21, 22].
Therefore, only real power injections are adopted herein. Nevertheless, the estimation of
the life span of the embroiled battery bank is not the prime subject of this work.
The remaining parts of this investigation will be arranged as follows. The second section concisely illustrates the test grid under consideration. The third section provides the
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introductory concepts of utilizing FLC to coordinate the power injections of BES and the
braking interventions of a resistive dynamic brake. The fourth section displays the MATLAB™/Simulink comparative simulation results with discussions. The fifth section concludes by emphasizing the key conclusions of this work. Finally, the references utilized in
this investigation are listed.

Test system description and system modeling
The well-known IEEE second benchmark model is adopted herein to examine the capability and the effectivity of BES and resistive brake controlled by two independent FLCs
on tempering the SSR oscillations. Figure 1 depicts the benchmark together with the
detailed mechanical turbogenerator rotary shaft system.
It is comprised of an alternator, rated at 600 MVA, 22 kV, and 3600 rpm, feeding
the network generator step-up (GSU) transformer, rated at 600 MVA, 22 kV:500 kV,
and double extra-high voltage (EHV) transmission lines [19]. Transmission line (A) is
equipped with a series capacitance element. The data for the alternator and the lines are
borrowed from Ref. [23].
The synchronous machine is driven by one double-flow Low-Pressure (LP), and one
High-Pressure (HP) steam turbines connected in tandem configuration. The two turbine
sections are equally sharing the mechanical driving torque, i.e., the sharing mechanical torque fractions are 50%, and 50%, respectively. The detailed turbogenerator rotary
shaft mechanical parameters are borrowed from Ref. [23]. In this work, a BES of 200
megawatt-hour (MWhr) capacity is interfaced to the transmission system through a
1 kV:500 kV step-up transformer.
A schematic of a conventional grid-interfaced BES is pictured in Fig. 2. Practically, a gridinterfaced BES is comprised of a battery bank, DC-to-AC inverter, passive inductance filter, and transformer which is necessary to raise the voltage level and connect the BES to
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Fig. 1 The IEEE second benchmark with turbogenerator shaft details incorporating BES and resistive brake
devices
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the transmission grid. The DC power produced via the battery bank is transformed into
3-phase AC power through a 3-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) DC-to-AC power converter and grid interconnected via an inductance filter and a transformer utilized for stepping up the voltage. It is well-known that the DC-to-AC power converters with 3-level NPC
topology are a prevalent topology for BES applications in practical real-life; therefore, it will
be implemented in this investigation. Also, it is of great benefit to mention that the passive
inductance filtering element is among the most frequently implemented in the networkinterfaced inverters [24]; therefore, it will be implemented in this article.
The modified Shepherd (Rint ) model is chosen in this investigation to model the battery
system which has been broadly implemented in many articles of the literature since it is
distinguished by its simpleness and matureness. It is simply a DC potential source characterized by its State of Charge (SoC) dependency connected in series to the battery inner
resistance (Rint ) as it is pictured in the outline of Fig. 3 [24]. The Rint battery model was
introduced to the academic community in the mid-nineties of the previous century, and it
is distinguished by its simpleness [25].
The voltage at battery terminals, ut , can be obtained as follows during the discharging
phase and for the charging phase, respectively, as [24]:




Q
Q
i−K
it − Rint × i + ε
ut = Us − K
(1)
Q − it
Q − it

ut = Us − K






Q
Q
i−K
it − Rint × i + ε
it − Q
Q − it

(2)
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dε
= B × |i| × (−ε + A × u)
dt

(3)

where i represents the current (in amperes), Q represents the maximum battery bank
stored charge in Ampere Hour (Ah), it represents the present battery charge (in Ah), Us
represents the constant open-circuit voltage at battery terminals (in volts), K represents
the polarization curve slope (in V/Ah), Rint represents the battery inner resistance (in
ohm), A and B represent empirical parameters, and finally, u represents a binary variable
that takes 1 for the mode of charging and 0 elsewhere. The DC-AC power converter is
modeled by employing a 3-level Insulated-Gate-Bipolar-Transistor (IGBT) bridge with
pulse-width-modulation (PWM) control. A phase-locked-loop (PLL) is implemented
to synchronously interconnect the BES to the network. The Voltage-Source-Converter
(VSC) inverter current control in a revolving (synchronous) frame via a ProportionalIntegral (PI) controller is implemented in this investigation as revealed in Fig. 4 [24].
Also, a DC voltage PI controller is exploited to determine the d-axis reference current (idref) value. The q-axis current reference (iqref) is selected to be 0 to suspend the
injections of reactive power and to allow for the injections of the real power only. Equation (4) provides the formulas for the dq voltages of the DC-to-AC power converter [24].
 
  
 

 
d −id
d id
id
ed
ud
+ ωL
+R
+
=L
(4)
iq
eq
dt iq
dt iq
uq
In which L represents the inductance between the inverter AC side and the CCP; R
represents the resistance between the CCP and inverter AC side; ed and eq represent the
dq network voltage components; ud and uq represent the inverter AC output voltage dq
components.
Additionally, a dynamic resistor brake will be utilized to consume the excess real
power to obtain better profiles of the torsional torque. The conceptual principle a resistor brake is simply to momentarily energize an extra pseudo-electric load to consume
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the excess system energy developed during severe dynamic disturbances and de-energize it elsewhere. There are plenty of researches in the recent literature regarding resistor
brake applications for augmentation of transient stability, alleviation of steam turbinegenerator multi-modal shaft torsional oscillations, and minimization of SSR oscillations
in series compensated power systems by implementing a signal synthesized from alternator rotor speed. If a dynamic resistive brake is linked to the network by an AC-to-AC
voltage regulator, it is given the acronym ‘TCBR’ for thyristor-controlled-brake-resistor.
It is a specialized purpose FACTS element. TCBR is specialized FACTS since it is utilized in treating certain issues like mitigating the multi-modal torsional torque oscillations, minimizing the SSR oscillatory torque traces, and improving the system stability
[26]. TCBR per-phase model contains double thyristors valves in back-to-back connection with a single braking resistor in series. In this work, a 200 MW brake is also interfaced to the transmission system bus. The mitigation scheme relied on localized control
signal represented by the speed of synchronous machine deviation to help the propositioned controllers decide the switching state of the TCBR, i.e., whether the brake is in
service or not, and the instants of real power injections of the BES. Basically, the natural
attenuation rates related to the SSR circumstances are distinguished by its very low values especially under low-load profiles [27]. Therefore, no-load condition is assumed for
considering the most pessimistic case study.

Fuzzy controller design
The theorem of fuzzy-set (FS) was first presented to the academic society by the sole
contribution of Zadeh in the mid-sixties. FS is simply an approach to interpret crisp
values into changing degrees of belonging (or changing degrees of truth) using lingual
variables. In the traditional (nonfuzzy, conventional, classic, hard, ordinary, or crisp) set,
any separate element of the universe-of-discourse is either belonging to the set or is not
belonging to the set. Thus, the degree of membership associated with any separate element is crisp value, i.e., it is either yes (in the set and takes the number 1) or no (not in
the set and takes the number 0). In other words, FS is a generic form of the traditional
set. FS is able to process the concepts and notions that humans use in their day-to-day
life such as, “very high,” “high,” “medium,” “low,” and “very low” without the necessity to
know the definite ranges associated with each concept [28].
Each FS is distinguished by a unique function that determines the degrees of belonging of crisp the values usually named the membership function (MF) which has a nonlinear nature and determines the degrees of belonging of crisp values associated with
certain lingual variable utilizing a crisp value lying in the range from 1 to 0. MF has
many types, such as sigmoidal or s-shaped, triangular, generalized bell (GB), trapezoidal,
and Gaussian. Therefore, the fuzzy logic, which is based upon the FS theory, resembles
human thinking and reasoning depending on its reliance on changing degrees of belonging accompanied by the applying of lingual variables. Unlike its Boolean counterpart,
which implements two levels of logic (1 or 0), the fuzzy-logic implements logical levels
of unlimited values lying between 1 and 0 to find solutions for issues that have uncertainties or ambiguous situations [28].
Despite its origin in the US during the mid-sixties along with its theoretic validation in the UK in during the mid-seventies, fuzzy-logic acquired a broad reputation
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among the peer community accompanied by practical real-life applications in Japan
in the eighties. Fuzzy control is different from the traditional control in that it does
not require a mathematical model of the system to be considered [28]. It regulates the
inputs to obtain suitable outputs by simply scanning the present output of the system
to be considered by depending on humanlike expert’s decision procedures in regulating the plant inputs [28, 29]. FLCs have been proposed for a variety of multidisciplinary network issues with the containment of a significant number of uncertainties
since the early nineties [29]. It has been long identified as a very effective candidate
for dealing with many issues such as, among others, generator’s excitation voltage
control, load frequency control, load forecasting, power flow analyzing, electromechanical oscillation damping, transient stability improving, blade-pitch angle controlling in wind turbines, DC link controlling in energy conversion systems, transformer
fault diagnosing, and economic dispatching [29].
Fuzzy Rules, or “fuzzy linguistic conditional statement,” “fuzzy if-then rule,” “linguistic implication,” “linguistic fuzzy information,” “fuzzy implication” take the form
“IF the rule antecedent or the premise, THEN the rule consequence or the conclusion,” [30]. The linguistic fuzzy rules implementation are based upon the procedures
performed by skillful humanly operators that do not require to study the mathematical model of the plant under their operation. The skilled humanly operators, with
operating experience, modify the system inputs to acquire the desired output levels by
just only observing the current system outputs without knowing the dynamics system
and parameter variations [31]. The conception of fuzzy lingual (or linguistic) variable
was first emerged to the peer community by Zadeh in 1971 as an alternate approach
for simulating human intellectual thinking [30]. A fuzzy-rule may have various variables in the premise and/or in the conclusion parts. It can be multi-input–multioutput (MIMO), multi-input–single-output (MISO) single-input–single-output (SISO),
or single-input–multi-output (SIMO) [31]. Fuzzy rules perform an essential role in
exemplifying the practiced controlling/modeling knowledge and expertise and in
interfacing the inputs of the fuzzy-logic systems to their output variables [32]. Fuzzy
reasoning is inference proceedings utilizing the fuzzy-logic to conclude the final output from the utilized fuzzy rules and well-known certainties. Fuzzy reasoning builds
mainly on two prime frameworks, namely fuzzy relations, and fuzzy extension principle. Fuzzy-rule is then interpreted into fuzzy relation using extension principle where
the crisp domain is extended into the fuzzy domain using certain mapping techniques
such as one-to-one mapping, one-to-many mapping, or many-to-one mapping [30].
There are two main types of fuzzy relations, namely unary fuzzy relations where the
FS possesses a one-dimensional membership function, and binary fuzzy relations where
the FS possesses a two-dimensional MF. Zadeh came up with a composition operation,
called Maximum–Minimum (Max–Min) composition or Max–Min product, to obtain
the fuzzy relations [30]. FLC is a rule-based controller of the nonlinear type that relies
on the manipulation of the expert knowledge. FLCs introduce superior performance levels by exploiting the expert’s knowledge conception in treating a broad variety of multidisciplinary control issues. The elementary configuration of generic FLC is typically
comprised of the four primary stages: fuzzification, knowledge base, fuzzy-inferencesystem (FIS), and defuzzification which is graphically supported by Fig. 5 [31].
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Defuzzification is simply a mathematical averaging function, and it is the union of all
the rule consequences of the embedded fuzzy rules [30, 31]. There are six main techniques of defuzzification, namely centroid-of-area, the center-of-gravity, the bisector-ofarea or equal-of-area, mean-of-maximum, smallest-of-maximum, largest-of-maximum.
The defuzzification procedures, mainly in FLC with Mamdani FIS, represent heavy computational burdens in real-life fuzzy applications [33]. Takagi–Sugeno (TS) controllers
do not require the final defuzzification procedure since the involved output MF is either
a linear-function or constant value, i.e., numerically represented, which makes the TS
controllers more efficient than Mamdani controllers from the computational perspective
[28–30]. An example of the TS fuzzy-rule is presented as follows [30]. For zero-order
Sugeno fuzzy model, if the first input is x and the second input is y, then output will be
constant denoted by “c”. For first-order Sugeno fuzzy model, if the first input is x and the
second input is y, then output will be ax + by + c. A higher-order TS fuzzy model could
be obtained if the rule consequent is a nonlinear equation, if the first input is x and the
second input is y, then output will be ax2 + by + c. The aggregated output of all TS fuzzy
rules is achieved either via "weighted average,” or "weighted sum" operators which makes
the time-consuming defuzzification process avoidable.
Many works of literature have proved that acquired damping levels from the employment of the alternator, or synchronous machine, speed deviation as an FLC input is
much more enhanced than the levels achieved from employing other speed signals from
the various shaft sections. Nonetheless, the alternator mass speed is not very challenging
to capture suchlike the various steam turbine different sections speed deviations since
the turbine is thermally insulated to decrease the thermal heat losses and also the steam
prime mover rotor is rigorously sealed through a highly effective steam-sealing system
[34]. So, the speed deviation pf the alternator mass in per-unit (p.u.), �ωGen., is chosen
as the FLC input and the output is fixed with either 1 or 0. The FLC takes the appropriate
action if the speed deviation signal (�ωGen. ) is different from the specified non-acting
band based upon the equation given in (5):

�ωGen. = ωGen. − ω0

(5)

where �ωGen. is the deviation of the alternator rotor angular speed in p.u., ωGen. is the
alternator rotor angular speed in p.u., and ω0 is the nominal alternator speed of rotation under normal conditions (it equals to 1 p.u.). The battery bank should inject real
power if the �ωGen. is having negative values and should be in the idle operation mode
(i.e., not charging or discharging) elsewhere. While the resistive brake should absorb
real power if the �ωGen. is having positive values and should be out of service elsewhere.
Three membership functions of the GB type are utilized to represent the inputs for the
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propositioned FLC and are portrayed in Fig. 6. The BES under consideration shall be
selectively charged when the SoC falls below 85% upon normal system operating conditions to be ready for the varied awaited SSR events.
Three lingual variables, PD (Positive-Deviation), SD (Small-Deviation), and ND (Negative-Deviation), are defining the fuzziness of the FLC input speed signal for both controllers. Equation (6) introduces the expression of GB function utilized to determine the
membership degree.

µA (�ωGen. ) =

1
 �ω−c 2b


1+

(6)

a

where µA (�ωGen. ) is the membership degree, the ‘a’ parameter decides the bandwidth of
the MF curve, the ‘b’ parameter decides the width of the MF curve crispy top, and the ‘c’
parameter decides the MF curve center.
The propositioned FLC output is an invariant number possessing either 1 or 0. Then,
the rules employed for the BES controller will be, If (�ωGen.) is ND, then FLC output will
be 1, If (�ωGen.) is SD, then FLC output will be 0, and finally If (�ωGen.) is PD, then FLC
output will be 0. In a corresponding manner, the rules employed for the resistive resistor
brake FLC will be, If (�ωGen.) is ND, then FLC output will be 0, If (�ωGen.) is SD, then
FLC output will be 0, and finally If (�ωGen.) is PD, then FLC output will be 1. The output
of the BES controller will be forwarded to the PWM control circuitry to decide either
the BES will be in idle mode or discharging mode. Accordingly, the output of resistive
brake FLC will be forwarded to the thyristor firing angle circuit to decide whether the
resistor brake will be in-service or out of service. The switching strategy under consideration in this investigation is fuzzy-based discontinuous ON–OFF control in which the
real power injection and dissipation moments are decided by the implemented FLCs.

Degree of Membership

Results and discussion
The propositioned scheme effectivity will be verified by conducting a simulation study
in the time domain via the Simulink modeling and simulation platform. Transmission
line B is subjected to three-phase to ground fault, near the generator HV bus at the
disturbance point F1, as it is noticed in the outline of Fig. 1. The fault is a 1 cycle of
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self-healing type, i.e., the embroiled CBs are not participating in severing the faulted line
and is being applied at 0.0222 s from the simulation period. The rotor system torque and
speed responses, in p.u., without any countermeasures, with only the BES, with only the
TCBR, and with the TCBR along with the BES are presented in Fig. 7. Figure 8 delineates
the comparative rotor system speed deviation response.
From the aforementioned simulation results described in Figs. 7 and 8, in the results
without the propositioned scheme, it is discernibly observed that the torsional speed,
and torque profiles have experienced intense oscillations with devastating magnitudes.
Under these oscillations, the shaft structure is definitely destined to experience a severe
reduction in its fatigue life expectancy. Because of the employment of the real power
injections of fuzzy-based BES, or fuzzy-based TCBR, it is noticed that both of the relative speed and the responses the torsional torque of the shaft structure have encountered
good supplemental damping. Also, the applying of the will with the BES substantially
alleviate the torque and relative speed SSR oscillations in comparison with the BES
alone. The BES helps mitigate the SSR torsional oscillations by injecting real power
upon the deceleration moments. To elucidate the propositioned scheme functioning,
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Fig. 8 Speed responses without and with fuzzy controlled BES and TCBR for self-healing of 3LG fault in p.u

the responses of the BES real power injection without the dynamic brake and with the
dynamic brake are portrayed in Fig. 9. Moreover, the dynamic brake power dissipation
response is described in Fig. 10.

Conclusions
A coordinated fuzzy-based switching operation of TCBR and BES is proposed in herein
to alleviate the mechanical SSR oscillations revealed upon the post-existence of series
compacitor banks on lengthy transmission grids in this article. The propositioned
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Fig. 9 BES real power responses in MW, a without TCBR, b with TCBR
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Fig. 10 TCBR three-phase dissipated power in [MW]

scheme was examined on the well-recognized IEEE second benchmark grid. The key
conclusions of this investigation are that the employment of BES in the discharging
mode alone might be utilized to alleviate the SSR oscillations, the BES employment
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accompanied with dynamic resistive brake is supplying faster-decaying rates for the SSR
torsional oscillations in observation with the BES employment alone, and finally, the BES
employment in the discharging mode only might help expand the lifetime expectancy of
the embroiled battery bank. Furthermore, the propositioned mitigation scheme is distinguished by its simpleness since only 3 fuzzy rules are to be embroiled in the decision-making procedures which decreases the intensive computational burdens in actual
applications.

Appendix A: Power system data
Steam-Turbine-and-Governor MATLAB/Simulink block is utilized to implement a twomass steam turbine. The turbine-generator shaft detailed mechanical data are in Table 1
[23].
Synchronous machine MATLAB/Simulink block is utilized in our study to implement
the alternator herein, and the electrical parameters are in Table 2 [23].
Figure
11 depicts the electrical representation for the IEEE Second benchmark.
The ratio-of-compensation, Xc, is set to be of 55% of the line “A” reactance. The IEEE
second benchmark impedances are in Table 3.
The BES parameters utilized herein are in Table 4.
Table 1 Turbine-generator rotor detailed parameters
Mass

Shaft

Inertia H (s)

HP

Spring constant K
(p.u. torque/rad.)

0.24894
HP-LP

42.702

LP

1.5498
LP-Gen.

83.47

Gen.

0.8788

Table 2 Machine electrical parameters
Generator

600 MVA, 2 poles, 60 Hz, 20 kV

Xd

1.650 p.u

Xq″

0.200 p.u
4.50 s

Xd′

0.250 p.u

Tdo′

X d′

0.200 p.u

Tdo″

0.04 s

Xl

0.140 p.u

Tqo′

0.55 s

Xq

1.950 p.u

Tqo″

0.09 s

X q′

0.460 p.u

R

0.0045 p.u

Gen.

XT

R1

XL1

Xc
RS

R2

Fig. 11 IEEE second benchmark electrical representation

XL2
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Table 3 IEEE second benchmark impedances in p.u
Parameter

Positive sequence

Zero sequence

RT

0.0002

0.0002

XT

0.0200

0.0200

R1

0.0074

0.0220

XL1

0.0800

0.2400

R2

0.0067

0.0186

XL2

0.0739

0.2100

RS

0.0014

0.0014

XS

0.0300

0.0300

Table 4 Data of the BES
BES parameters
Battery bank voltage

2000 V

Battery inner resistance (Rint )

0.004 Ω

DC link voltage

2000 V

Battery bank capacity

200 MWh

Initial SoC

100%

DC link capacitor

12,500 μF

Converter output voltage

1000 V

Switching frequency

1.98 kHz

IGBT snubber resistance

106 ohms

IGBT snubber capacitance

Inf F

IGBT conduction resistance

10–3 Ω

IGBT forward voltage

0V

Diode forward voltage

0V

Inductance filter

157 mH

Proportional gain of voltage PI regulator (KPi)

2

Integral gain of voltage PI regulator (Kii)

400

Proportional gain of current PI regulator (KPu)

0.3

Integral gain of current PI regulator (Kiu)

20
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